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Interpreting the science

Although the chances of predicting a preventable fracture by bone densitometry may be small, it is also important that two thirds of patients can be reassured that fracture is less likely and therefore long term treatment is not needed. That there is overuse, overdiagnosis, and overtreatment for osteoporosis is due not to bone densitometry or to epidemiological reports but to various factors, including pressure of some competing pharmaceutical companies and the uncritical medical society relying more on technical instrument-ation than on clinical skills and reasoning. As Wilkin and Devendra assert above, effectiveness is critical in daily clinical practice.—Jan Dequeker, Frank P Luyten
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Complexity science

Coping with complexity: educating for capability

Sarah W Fraser, Trisha Greenhalgh

Recent high profile scandals in the United Kingdom have highlighted the changing values by which the National Health Service is judged. The public expects, and the government has promised to deliver, a health service that is ever safer, constantly up to date, and the use of non-linear methods such as story telling and small group, problem based learning

Education for capability must focus on process (supporting learners to construct their own learning goals, receive feedback, reflect, and consolidate) and avoid goals with rigid and prescriptive content

Summary points

Traditional education and training largely focuses on enhancing competence (knowledge, skills, and attitudes)

In today’s complex world, we must educate not merely for competence, but for capability (the ability to adapt to change, generate new knowledge, and continuously improve performance)

Capability is enhanced through feedback on performance, the challenge of unfamiliar contexts, and the use of non-linear methods such as story telling and small group, problem based learning

Educaters are therefore challenged to enable not just competence, but also capability (box). Capability ensures that the delivery of health care keeps up with its ever changing context. Education providers must offer an environment and process that enables individuals to develop sustainable abilities appropriate for a continuously evolving organisation. Recent announcements in the United Kingdom of a "university for the NHS," a “national leadership programme,” and “workforce confederations” raise the question of what kind of education and training will help the NHS to deliver its goals
Education and debate

Complexity concepts applicable to education and training

- Neither the system nor its external environment are, or ever will be, constant
- Individuals within a system are independent and creative decision makers
- Uncertainty and paradox are inherent within the system
- Problems that cannot be solved can nevertheless be “moved forward”
- Effective solutions can emerge from minimum specification
- Small changes can have big effects
- Behaviour exhibits patterns (that can be termed “attractors”)
- Change is more easily adopted when it taps into attractor patterns

Developing capability: transformational learning

Individuals and systems change because they learn. Indeed, pedagogical research has shown that adults choose to learn because they want to change. The process of developing new behaviours in the context of real life experiences enables individuals to adapt to or co-evolve with new situations, thereby supporting the transition from individual competence to personal capability.

Learning takes place in the zone of complexity (figure), where relationships between items of knowledge are not predictable or linear, but neither are they frankly chaotic. Learning which builds capability takes place when individuals engage with an uncertain and unfamiliar context in a meaningful way. Those of us who recall trying to prepare for house jobs by reading the textbook beforehand will know that capability cannot be taught or passively assimilated: it is reached through a transformation process in which existing competencies are adapted and tuned to new circumstances. Capability enables one to work effectively in unfamiliar contexts.

For example, suppose a doctor is doing a locum in a contraceptive clinic and the patient is a sex worker who speaks little English and is suspected of being HIV positive. The task has changed from the typical “textbook” pill check requiring merely competence (familiar task in a familiar environment) to a complex consultation testing the doctor’s capability (somewhat unfamiliar task in a somewhat unfamiliar environment). The doctor best able to cope with this is one whose training provided continual opportunities to be stretched by the uniqueness of each context, where knowledge had to be applied in ways the textbook did not anticipate, and where “expertise” was seen as the ability to access knowledge and make connections across seemingly disparate fields and life experiences.

In complex adaptive systems the behaviour of the individual agents, and therefore of the system of which they are part, evolves in response to local feedback about the impact of actions. Similarly, the basis of transformational learning is the information that is fed back to learners about the impact of their own actions and those of others. An education process that provides feedback about performance as it takes place will enhance capability. One such initiative based on feedback is the Norwegian continuing medical education system, where doctors in a peer group state learning needs, discuss ways forward, take action, and then report back on the feedback from the action.

Reflective learners are receptive to feedback and able to adapt appropriately, while poor learners are either unreceptive to feedback or they adapt inappropriately. Reflective learners transform as the world around them changes: poor learners simply complain about it.

Relational learning

Not so long ago, knowledge was hard to come by and experts were people with a lot of it. These days, there is so much knowledge available that we risk drowning in it. The official exhortation to “feel good about not knowing everything” resonates well with complexity theory’s acknowledgement of the uncertain and unknowable and with the need to be alert to emerging information from different sources. The modern expert is someone who knows how to access knowledge efficiently and judiciously and who can form conceptual links between seemingly unrelated areas. The successful diabetologist, for example, is not necessarily the individual who is au fait with the latest research on insulin kinetics but one who is able to draw appropriately on the wider literature of pharmacology, nephrology, ophthalmology, cardiovascular epidemiology, psychology, anthropology, economics, and informatics.

Learning how things are interconnected is often more useful than learning about the pieces. Traditional curriculums, based on a discrete and simplistic taxonomy of disciplines that focus on the acquisition of facts, usually highlight content without helping learners understand the interrelationships of the parts. Without this understanding of the interactions and relations between the pieces it is difficult to apply the learning in a unique context.

Non-linear learning

“Checklist driven” approaches to clinical care, such as critical appraisal, clinical guidelines, care pathways, and so on, are important and undoubtedly save lives. But what often goes unnoticed is that such approaches are useful only once the problem has been understood. For the practitioner to be able to make sense of problems in
the first place requires intuition and imagination—both attributes in which humans, reassuringly, still have the edge over the computer. Education that makes use of the insights from complex systems helps to build on these distinctly human capabilities.

The complex real world is made up of messy, fuzzy, unique, and context embedded problems. Context and social interaction are critical components of adult learning. Adults need to know why they need to learn something and they learn best when the topic is of immediate value and relevance. This is particularly true in changing contexts where capability involves the individual’s ability to solve problems—to appraise the situation as a whole, prioritise issues, and then integrate and make sense of many different sources of data to arrive at a solution. Problem solving in a complex environment therefore involves cognitive processes similar to creative behaviour. These observations are directly opposed to current approaches in continuing education for health professionals, where the predominant focus is on planned, formal events, with tightly defined, content oriented learning objectives.

For example, a typical course on asthma management for nurses might include a series of talks from experts on drugs, devices, monitoring, emergency care, and audit. Participants might be told that “on completion of this course, we expect that you will be able to advise a patient on the benefits and limitations of different inhaler devices,” and so on. This approach, while providing helpful information on content for the prospective delegate, ignores the fact that learners actively build, rather than passively consume, knowledge, and that learning simply does not progress via neat “building blocks” of factual content or skills training.

In reality a nurse who attended this asthma course might find that she didn’t really understand the lecture on the use of steroids until a colleague explained some key points to her in the coffee queue, using examples drawn from her own patients. A more imaginative programme might have included a problem solving workshop on the broad theme of medication, with case studies brought by participants to stimulate group discussion, prioritise learning needs, and expose particular ambiguities (“what exactly don’t you understand about this topic?”) before any specific content is introduced. Inclusion in the timetable of a structured reflection period towards the end of the workshop (for example, addressing the question “what have we learnt?”) enables the key learning points to be consolidated. A challenge for the proposed initiatives in the NHS will be to deliver vocational and learning oriented programmes without taking on the rigid features of more traditional “academic” curriculums.

We believe that the imaginative dimension of professional capability is best developed through non-linear methods—those in which learners embrace a situation in all its holistic complexity. The most straightforward example of a non-linear method is the story. Doctors and nurses have long used story telling in professional training, and there is some evidence that clinical knowledge is stored in memory as stories (“illness scripts”) rather than as discrete facts. There has, however, been remarkably little formal research into how stories might be used more effectively in professional education and service development. More work needs to be done on the formal use of story telling in particularly complex situations where a holistic view is essential—such as significant event audit, exploring the extremes of illness experience (such as that of the profoundly disabled or traumatised patient), and the management of patients from other cultures. The story can be told (as in a conventional case presentation), in the first person (as in a patient’s own illness narrative), or enacted (as in role play).

Another well known non-linear method is small group, problem based learning, in which a case history forms the basis of an exploratory dialogue facilitated by the tutor, and an emerging action plan is worked out by a group of participants. The group is encouraged to share ideas, divide up any necessary research work, and reconvene after a few days to add emerging data to what is already known. Problem based learning is no panacea: while it is valued and enjoyed by students and improves their ability to solve problems, perhaps unsurprisingly it does not improve their content knowledge as assessed in written examinations, and it is debatable whether problem solving skills developed through artificial classroom situations will reliably transfer to behaviour in the real world. Clearly, the situation is not an “either or” choice but rather a dynamic balance, characteristic of a complex adaptive system, in which both content learning and non-linear learning methods are needed.

Process techniques

Complexity thinking maintains that an emergent behaviour, such as capability building, can be aided by some minimal structure (for example, minimum specifications and feedback loops). As education moves away from the potentially over structured “table d’hôte” menu of the predefined, content oriented syllabus designed for the mass market to the more “à la carte” menu designed for the complex, individual, self directed learner, attention needs to be focused on the process of learning.

The use of process techniques is the crucial distinction between learning which has a flexible and evolving content and learning which is simply disorganised and
### Process-oriented learning methods

#### Informal and unplanned learning
- Experiential learning—shadowing, apprenticeship, rotational attachments
- “Networking” opportunities—during formal conferences and workshops, through open plan poster exhibitions, or extended coffee and lunch breaks, for example
- Learning activities—in structured course materials, such as reflection exercises, suggestions for group discussion
- “Buzz groups” during intervals in lectures—the lecturer invites participants to turn to a neighbour and undertake a short task before the lecture resumes
- Facilitated email list servers for professional interest groups
- Teachback opportunities—newly skilled workers training others in new techniques and sharing their understanding
- Feedback—responses that provide the learner with information on the real or projected outcome of their actions

#### Self-directed learning
- Mentoring—named individuals provide support and guidance to self-directed learners
- Peer supported learning groups—the small group process is used for mutual support and problem solving
- Personal learning log—a structured form for identifying and meeting new learning needs as they arise
- Appraisal—a regular, structured review of past progress and future goals
- Flexible course planning that explicitly incorporates input from learners at key stages—using a ‘Post-it’ note exercise to add new learning objectives or amend a draft programme, for example
- Modular courses with a high degree of variety and choice

#### Non-linear learning
- Case based discussions—grand rounds, clinical case presentations, significant event audit
- Simulations—opportunities to practise unfamiliar tasks in unfamiliar contexts by modelling complex situations
- Role play
- Small group, problem based learning (see text for definition)
- Team building exercises—activities focused on the group’s emergent performance rather than that of the individual

---

is unstructured, disjointed, and driven only by convenience or coincidence. When process techniques are used, learning is driven by needs and is characterised by a dynamic and emergent personal learning plan with explicit goals, protected time for reflection and study, mentoring or peer support, and perhaps a written learning log or record of achievement. Process-oriented techniques such as those listed (box) provide boundaries for the learning and the opportunity for prompt and relevant feedback from tutors or peers. Tutors adopt the role of facilitator, rather than lecturer or trainer.

As noted above, a small group can be a powerful educational structure for solving complex problems and promoting capability. In a small group the combination of individuals can achieve more than the sum of the parts (non-linear effects in a complex system), as social interaction between members stimulates learning, raises individuals’ confidence, and increases motivation. The group can also be a powerful source of both positive and negative feedback on an individual’s actions. Discovering ways in which personal behaviour impacts on the system, focusing on and assessing relationships, and finding ways to harness skills of individuals and teams to increase the amount of feedback, and thus learning.

But being part of a poorly functioning small group can be an unproductive, intimidating, and even traumatic experience. The biggest mistake made by facilitators of such groups is to assume that because the task is intended to be emergent and learner focused, there is no need for attention to process. In reality, a group will feel sufficiently secure to take risks and be creative only if clear boundaries and ground rules have been set. In particular, minimum specifications for a small group might cover such items as the nature and scope of the task, the rules of confidentiality, the time limit, any differentiation of roles (who will chair, keep notes, and so on), and the group’s responsibility to its external stakeholders—the budget for the project or the details of what needs to be handed in at the end of the session, for example.

Attention to process is the distinguishing characteristic of productive, non-linear learning. Future educational efforts, such as the university for the NHS or the leadership centre, almost certainly need fewer content experts and more tutors, mentors, and facilitators.

The development of expertise in the learning process is itself a complex learning experience, and preliminary guidance has recently been published for both individual mentoring and group based learning.

### The future of learning in healthcare systems

The word “university” conjures up images of lecture theatres, files of notes, and examinations designed to test retained skills and knowledge. As the table shows, and the stirring rhetoric of recent policy documents acknowledges, the new university for the NHS will need to break from the bonds of this image and adopt learning processes that are coherent with the complex adaptive experience of health care. The “learning outcomes” in the new curriculum should focus on capabilities, not competencies.

---
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Increasing complexity in higher education\(^{19}\)\(^{27}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowledge</th>
<th>Traditional education and training</th>
<th>The future for education and training</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge is static, finite, linear, and private</td>
<td>Knowledge is dynamic, open-ended, multidimensional, and public</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning</td>
<td>Instructivist model (&quot;facts&quot; are transmitted from teachers to students)</td>
<td>Constructivist model (concepts are acquired, built and modified through social discourse, incorporated into appropriate schemes, and tested in action)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The university</td>
<td>Machine bureaucracy whose greatest resource is its stock of high-status knowledge</td>
<td>Adapting, dynamic and evolving organism whose greatest resource is its staff and the networks they maintain within and beyond its boundaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The teacher</td>
<td>&quot;Sage on the stage&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;Guide on the side&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student population</td>
<td>Homogeneous (young, intellectually elite, full time)</td>
<td>Heterogeneous and shifting (wide range of ages, social and educational backgrounds, abilities, aims and expectations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student experience</td>
<td>Generally precedes definitive career choices and personal relationships</td>
<td>Lifelong learning means that education converges with (and is influenced by) work, family, and personal development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>Based on reproduction of facts</td>
<td>Based on analysis, synthesis, and problem solving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course timetable</td>
<td>Teacher-centred, &quot;Fordist&quot; model lacking choice and flexibility</td>
<td>Learner centred model in which students mix and match options from different courses, departments, and even universities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curriculum development</td>
<td>Historical model (students learn X because it’s always been included)</td>
<td>&quot;Outcomes&quot; model (students learn X because employers require it as a competence)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time and space utilisation</td>
<td>Synchronous, mass, single location learning (eg, lecture theatre, laboratory)</td>
<td>Asynchronous, individualised, with networked learning support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality assurance</td>
<td>Paperwork exercise that is resented by staff</td>
<td>Ongoing process of personal, professional, and organisational learning that is owned and driven by staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>Teacher focused (&quot;what is being provided?&quot;)</td>
<td>Learner focused (&quot;what are the learners’ needs and are they being met?&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relation between research and teaching</td>
<td>Discrete and hierarchical separation; addressed by different individuals, teams, and funding streams</td>
<td>Integrated model in which a major research question in any discipline is the nature of knowledge and how it can be effectively and efficiently acquired and utilised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University funding</td>
<td>Mainly from block grants to institutions from a few official sources</td>
<td>Increasing reliance on diffuse and decentralised sources—including support for individual students, industrial sponsorship for bespoke courses, and partnerships with local businesses and services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A memorable patient

Complaints

During my specialist registrar rotation in obstetrics and gynaecology last year, I was posted to a busy district general hospital in Northern Ireland. One on call session was particularly busy. From Friday morning I attended more than 10 deliveries and performed four caesarean sections. By the early hours of Saturday morning, I was exhausted and praying that there would be no more operative deliveries before my replacement arrived. Unfortunately, a patient arrived at 6 a.m. who needed almost another section.

Over the next half hour, I complimented me on my operative skills, starting with my preparation of the patient to the aesthetic wound closure using subcuticular stitches. He praised my speed of opening the abdomen, technique of delivering the baby, detailed knowledge of the anatomy, meticulous haemostasis, handling of instruments, tying of knots, and cosmetically beautiful closure. He was most impressed by my gentle tissue handling. Although tired, I was delighted with his explicit and generous compliments. His comments not only boosted my morale but also seemed to enhance my prestige among the other theatre staff, who were also listening to him. With his knowledge of abdominal organs, I was sure that he belonged to the medical profession but could not tell what branch of surgery he was in. In my experience, surgeons are rarely so appreciative of other surgeons’ technical skills, and I was pleased by his kind gesture. At that moment, genuine appreciation by the patient and her relatives was possibly the biggest reward for an overworked and tired junior doctor like myself.

After completing the procedure, I had returned to the doctors’ rest room when the husband walked in to thank me for a final time. I thanked him in return but could not resist asking him whether he was a doctor and which specialty he practised. Slightly embarrassed, he replied, “Oh no. I’m a butcher.”

Yashashri Choudhari specialist registrar in obstetrics and gynaecology, Mater Hospital, Belfast